BROOKS AUTOMATION ANNOUNCES FISCAL 2017 THIRD QUARTER FINANCIAL
RESULTS RELEASE DATE AND CONFERENCE CALL
CHELMSFORD, Mass., July 25, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Brooks Automation, Inc. (Nasdaq:BRKS)
will announce financial results for the third quarter of fiscal 2017 ended June 30, 2017 on Wednesday,
August 2, 2017 after the market close.
The company will host a live webcast of its financial results on the same day, Wednesday, August 2,
2017 at 4:30 p.m. Eastern Time. To participate in the conference call, please dial 888-225-2734 for
domestic callers and +1 303-223-2691 for international callers. Analysts, investors and members of
the media can access the live webcast via the Brooks website
at http://www.brooks.com/company/investors/events-and-webcasts. A replay will be available
beginning at 8:00 p.m. ET on August 2.
About Brooks Automation, Inc.
Brooks is a leading worldwide provider of automation and cryogenic solutions for multiple markets
including semiconductor manufacturing and life sciences. Brooks' technologies, engineering
competencies and global service capabilities provide customers speed to market and ensure high
uptime and rapid response, which equate to superior value in their mission-critical controlled
environments. Since 1978, Brooks has been a leading partner to the global semiconductor
manufacturing market as a provider of precision automation and cryogenic vacuum solutions. Since
2011, Brooks has applied its automation and cryogenics expertise to meet the sample storage needs
of customers in the life sciences industry. Brooks' life sciences offerings include a broad range of
products and services for on-site infrastructure for sample management in temperatures of ‑20°C to 150°C, as well as comprehensive outsource service solutions across the complete life cycle of
biological samples including collection, transportation, processing, storage, protection, retrieval and
disposal. Brooks is headquartered in Chelmsford, MA, with operations in North
America, Europe and Asia. For more information, visit www.brooks.com.
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